
 

 

 

 
HOME LEARNING 

Subject: Year 11 Art 
 
                                                                     Time to complete: 1 hour. 
 
Learning Objectives: To learn about how the Surrealist art movement created drawing games to 
inspire ideas.  To draw or collage your own exquisite corpse. 
 
Task 1:  Read this information about an art game called an Exquisite Corpse. 
 
The Surrealists were a group of artists who created art about dreams where ordinary objects were 
shown in impossible situations.  The Surrealists would reinvent games to help them generate ideas for 
their work. One of the games was called ‘Exquisite Corpse’ based on an old parlour game called 
‘Consequences’.  A piece of paper is folded into quarters– the top quarter showing the head of a 
person or animal, the second quarter showing a torso, the third quarter with legs and the bottom 
quarter with feet.  Each artist would draw a separate image on each quarter and not show the others 
what they were drawing.  The result was a bizarre and strange person. 
 
 Look at this link for further information. 
https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=exquisite+corpse+drawing&&vi9ew=detail&mid=D442C21
E2393523C4F1ED442C21E23352 
 
 
Task 2: Look at these examples of Exquisite Corpse drawings.  What do you think?   
   

 

  
 



 
 
 
 
Task 3: Create your own exquisite corpse drawing or collage.   
 
What to do: 
 

• Materials needed: Paper, pencil, or collage materials such as a magazine and glue. 
 

1. Fold your paper into 4 equal parts. 
2. Draw a head on the top part or cut a head out from a magazine and stick down. 
3. Draw a body (torso) on part 2 or collage a body. 
4. Draw or collage legs on part 3. 
5. Draw or collage feet on part 4. 

 
MAKE SURE EACH BODY PART IS DIFFERENT.  You can do variations with different subjects and themes 
including animals, mythical creatures, and objects.  Make your exquisite corpse as strange and 
different as you can. 
 
 
Task 4: Write a paragraph about your Exquisite corpse drawing or collage.  Write what went well and 
what could be better with your artwork. Write why you choose to draw the different body parts. 
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Save your work:  
If you are using a computer, open a blank document to do your work (you can use Word or Publisher). 
Don’t forget to SAVE it with your name, the lesson you are doing and the date. For example: T.Smith 
Maths 8 April 
If you would like us to see or mark your work, please email it or send a photo of your completed work 
to fcharlesworth@glebe.bromley.sch.uk  



 
 
 
 

 


